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We just concluded the 36th annual Ortho2 Users Group Meeting.

•

Edge Proposal

It was a fantastic event with more than 400 attendees. The meeting

•

Edge Airplane Mode

started with Craig Scholz, Ortho2 Vice President of Emerging

•

Aligner tracking

Technologies, describing the orthodontic landscape; Todd Schuelka,

•

Treatment coordinator and broken bracket tracking

Ortho2 Vice President of Operations, discussing the inner workings

•

Rebranding Edge Cloud version 7

of Ortho2; and Chad Kellner, Ortho2 Director of Development,

•

And more

discussing exciting new and future Ortho2 development. I then took
attendees on a journey back to the very beginning of Ortho2, and
described how far we have come since 1980, moving from a customprogrammed system on a Wang computer through our three flagship

We also discussed some early development of several features that
will help differentiate your practice and your patients’ experience.
More on that in the coming months…

products: OneTouch (DOS), ViewPoint (Windows), and Edge Cloud

The Users Group Meeting and Ortho2 Development Conference are

(Cloud). The meeting continued over the next 2.5 days with more

great ways to connect with Ortho2 team members, learn, and share

than 40 classes taught by not only Ortho2 team members, but also

your ideas. If you are particularly interested in that last one, sharing

many industry-leading orthodontic consultants and doctors.

your ideas, and helping to shape the future of Ortho2 development,
please consider attending both meetings next year. In the meantime,

The meeting continued Saturday afternoon with an Ortho2
Development Conference. This was the 14th annual ODC and was
attended by 27 doctors and team members to help shape the future
of Ortho2 development. We discussed a number of features, some

you can email development@ortho2.com. This new way of interacting
with Ortho2 will allow us to gather user feedback all year long, and
help make your ideas a reality.

about to be released, to help the Ortho2 Development Team put the

Amy Schmidt

finishing touches on them, including:
•

Online Scheduling

•

Edge Signature

Amy Schmidt, Ortho2 President
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2020 USERS GROUP MEETING

Congratulations
to the
Putting on the Ritz
costume winners!
1st Place – Hoff and Tracey Orthodontics

Join us February 18-20, 2021 at Planet Hollywood in Las Vegas for the
37th annual Users Group Meeting!
If you haven’t yet experienced a UGM, now is the perfect time to do
so. Don’t just take it from us, see all of the pictures on our website
www.ortho2.com > Meetings & Webinars > UGM or on the Ortho2
2nd Place – Creekside Orthodontics

2

3rd Place – McIntosh Orthodontics

Honorable Mention – Dr. Zachary Varble

Facebook page.
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EDGE CLOUD UPDATES

TURNING CHAOS INTO
CONTROLLED BUSYNESS

Edge Cloud has seen several additions recently. Below are

the Patient Folder > Alerts Panel. Just like other alerts,

One of the greatest competitive advantages an orthodontic

has a lighter chair of checks and activations during the

some of the features you may not be taking full advantage

a start and end date can be set for the alert.

practice can have is its ability to manage its patient volume

peak hours to allow her to monitor the schedule and make

effectively and efficiently. I call it the difference between

sure no lost souls are waiting in the reception area for very

chaos and controlled busyness. There is something

long. She is the one who facilitates and communicates

incredibly powerful that happens when a very busy practice

with the front desk as to what you will do with late and

that is able to maximize its resources, especially unleashing

early patients, patients with broken brackets and poking

them at the right time when the after-school bus drops its

wires, and if, and when, the doctor has time to perform

cargo. Here are a few key ideas to make it happen.

unplanned treatment. Just as TCs are vital to the success

of. You can review the release notes at any time; in Edge
Cloud, click Help in the Home ribbon bar > Release Notes.

•

folder. Click User Options in the Tools tab of the Home
ribbon bar > Visuals > Miscellaneous > Display Gender

New and Updated Editors
•

Symbol in Patient Folder Header.

The new Treatment Coordinator editor allows operators
to be designated as TCs for start tracking purposes.
Once in the editor, click the green plus icon to add an

•

Greet, Smile, and Welcome

You can add as many operators as necessary. You can

•

You can lock column widths in the Treatment Chart Style

Ensure there is always someone up front greeting patients

decisions that keep the practice on time. Many practices

assign a Treatment Coordinator to a patient in the

Editor. Locking widths of specific columns in your chart

when they enter. I’m amazed how often I visit a practice,

focus great energy on the TC, while completely neglecting

treatment findings, or when entering a new contract.

can give it a more cohesive look. For example, if you

take a seat at the front desk, and I am the one greeting

the important role of the CC in keeping everyone organized

always start a chart entry with the date and ID, you can

a good number of patients that walk in the front door

and moving forward during peak times.

set a width for these columns to always be the same size

because the receptionist is scurrying about copying and

for each style.

seeking answers from the back. If your receptionist has

Doctors Must Scoot!

to leave the front desk, then there needs to be a backup

The doctor must to be committed to staying on time and

employee (floater) who can cover the role. There are many

scooting around the operatory. Part of my consulting

good reasons for the receptionist to leave the front desk,

process is to observe a practice treating patients for an

but few reasons for not having anyone to greet patients

afternoon. Many times, I will follow the doctor around,

with a big smile and warm welcome as if they are coming

and at the end of the day the team says the practice has

into your home.

never run that smoothly. I then look at them and say, “I

A new report, the Contract Starts by Treatment
Coordinator, was also added.

In the Chart Style Editor, set the Width (%), and click
the Locked checkbox. If you enable the Locked option,

The Offices editor allows you to add your company’s

the column’s width cannot be changed by dragging the

logo or a unique logo for each location. Under the Logo

boundaries, and will not be adjusted when you drag

heading, use the browse icon to locate the logo. Use

other column boundaries.

the copy button to use this logo for each additional
location, or choose a different logo in each location.

•

Procedure, and assign it a Style (how you want the
procedure to appear in the Treatment Chart). Then in

If this option is enabled, operators can still access

the Treatment Chart, right click the tooth and apply the

Edge Cloud without using their fingerprint, just not the

dental procedure. Use the Dental Procedures Report to

Timeclock.
The Visual Tags editor allows you to assign a symbol to

track how often these procedures occur.

Ready, Set, Go TC!

schedule and game plan, but they must be committed to

time. Imagine the goal of having all new patients walk into

the template and the rules of scheduling while scooting

your reception area that is full of patients, but before they
get to the front desk they are warmly greeted, taken on a
tour of the office, and told that we make a committed effort

Visual tags will appear in the patient folder, the

•

At the time this newsletter was printed, we anticipate

around, but this new patient sees quickly that they are

responsible party folder, and the Scheduler. Define a

Online Scheduling will be released to all customers.

special and do not have to go through the normal channels

shape and a color to indicate something specific, such

Note that in order for Online Scheduling to function

to wait to be seen. Granted, in less busy offices this may not

as a patient who has a habit of being late, doctor and/or

properly, your grid templates need to be classified.

be as effective, but even smaller practices see most of their

Patient Folder Updates
A new alert has been added that prevents a patient
from signing in to the Patient Tracker. Set this alert up in

exams between 3-5 P.M., which is your busiest time.

two-way texting window. When in the text messaging

Patient Flow Coordinator

window, right click on a text, and select either Confirm

If you see more than 40 patients per day, be sure you have

Appointment or Cancel Appointment.

a clinical coordinator or patient flow coordinator who’s
primarily responsible for the necessary quick decisions that
will keep the practice on time. Often this veteran assistant
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afternoon.” It’s amazing how efficient we can be when we
know we are being timed. Most doctors can stick to the

to stay on time with every appointment. Patients are milling

You can now confirm or delete an appointment from the

was literally following the doctor around timing her all

greet new patients five minutes prior to the patient’s arrival

Other Updates

•

vital to cut through the confusion by making good, fast

Your treatment coordinator must be ready and available to

a patient that appears in various parts of the program.

assistant preferences, or a difficult patient.

•

Custom procedure codes can be tracked when using
the Dental Procedures Editor. Create a new Dental

The Operators editor has a new option to require an
operator to use their fingerprint to access Timeclock.

•

of the new patient process, so too clinical coordinators are

Treatment Chart Updates

and filter reports by patient treatment coordinator.

•

The notepad now includes a search feature.

operator as the treatment coordinator for that office.

After you have set up the editor, you can run subgroups

•

You can now hide the gender symbol in the patient

Controlled Busyness continued on page 14

About the Author
K. Ryan Alexander is a senior consultant with
Alexander and Sons and has developed a large
base of happy, satisfied clients using proven
systems. He is well versed in every aspect of
practice management and has exceptional
expertise in on-time doctor-time scheduling,
new patient enrollment, marketing, customer
service, and team building.
Contact Info: 760.539.6736 • kryanalexander@gmail.com
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IS YOUR CHECKOUT PROCESS
PROMPTING REFERRALS AND
REVIEWS?
Transform your ho-hum appointment-setting into a WOW

and patient-to-patient referrals. Your team can greatly

With the major changes and new competition occurring in

customer service experience by designing a three-part

impact the indispensable review/referral funnel resulting

orthodontics today, comparative shopping by patients has

referral and review system. Satisfied parents and patients

in increased production and enthusiastic patients! Set a

become a common behavior. Unfortunately, that’s bad news

are happy to spread the word about you and your

baseline based on your current average reviews per month

for orthodontic practices. More parents today are shopping

wonderful services. Prompting them from your front office

and reward for increases in that figure. You may also include

for the lowest fees. As a result, many ortho practices are

team will guarantee a steady stream of new patient exams.

Yelp, Facebook, and other review opportunities to the

seeing a decline in starts. What can your practice do about

A three-part checkout process consists of:

rewards program.

it?

Asking for feedback and requesting a testimonial

Designated Text Hotline

To some degree, the public is beginning to view

Introducing a designated text number for extended

Step two of the checkout process is the introduction of a

•
•

•

Add significant value to the new patient experience
It’s not enough to simply meet with patients and
parents, explain orthodontics and be friendly. Your
practice needs a step-by-step system focused on the
patient’s and parent’s experience. It must include high
levels of customer service, interpersonal likability and
relationship building.

orthodontics as a commodity. Although there have always

•

Close the case in a single consultation

been price shoppers, the recent emergence of direct-to-

Parents are busier than ever and don’t want to visit an

consumer aligners, and the related marketing has caused

office multiple times. Often, they like the first practice

more parents and adult patients to look at options for

they visit but do not have an opportunity to sign up

orthodontic treatment. Consequently, some ortho practices

that day because it’s not part of the practice’s system.

address concerns, request appointments, etc., circumvents

are feeling the pressure.

You must take the initiative and ask if they’d like to

many problems before they fester.

The phenomenon of ortho shopping has taken many ortho

patients refer family, friends, and acquaintances with ease.

An important part of your patient service initiatives is the

practices by surprise. Many orthodontists are seeing cases

Determining that each parent and patient is satisfied with

ability for your audience to contact you in the manner

today’s visit will identify practice fans, and alleviate mishaps

that they prefer – texting. Phone calls are intrusive, phone

as you seek to rectify any expressed dissatisfaction. Does

messages are not picked up, and a casual survey during my

higher percentile fees, are suffering the heaviest.

your team have a goal of everyone being delighted with

speaking presentations indicates that many people don’t

What turns something into a commodity? In any situation

check their personal emails.

credentials are a way of setting yourself apart from

every step of the orthodontic appointment from greeting to

where people think they can buy an equal product

other practices. For example, if you are board-certified,

The text hotline mobile phone is assigned to a team

or service, some will choose the one that is the least

you certainly want to make patients aware of that fact.

expensive. The problem in orthodontics is that we have

Anything you do above and beyond, whether it’s CE

many uninformed consumers. Parents and patients are

courses you (or your staff) take, books you’ve written,

unable to necessarily differentiate which option will provide

and charity work you do, let people know about your

the most value or service for their orthodontic situation. In

accomplishments.

hours contact
•

Asking for patient referrals

Feedback and Testimonials
It’s important to create a system for receiving feedback
and testimonial requests. Why? Because happy parents and

departure?

designated text hotline number, accessible during business
and non-business hours. Why is the designated text hotline
announcement part of the checkout process? Asking for
feedback each visit and offering communication via text to

Ask for feedback regarding today’s visit. Post signage about

member during business hours to check and respond

rating the practice and ask, “On a scale of 1-5, with 5 being

frequently. It should be taken home by a designed team

the highest, how would you rate your visit today?” If you

member to check and respond until a selected time

receive an enthusiastic 5 rating respond, “You will receive

and three times daily on the weekend. The after-hours

a text asking to post your feedback. It is our goal to earn a
5-star review!”
For any response of 4 or under stop and ask what would
have made the visit a 5. You may be able to resolve the

Checkout Process continued on page 15

About the Author

case acceptance rates. Some orthodontic offices, with the

those cases, they tend to judge on the fee alone rather than
on what matters.

Creating Value for Your Ortho Practice
When shoppers evaluate your practice, there are several
things you can do to win them over:

concern on the spot or apologize if not redeemable at
the moment. For example, if a patient complains about a

Systems to help orthodontic practices

poking wire, reseat the patient for a quick fix. If the patient

jump-start patient referrals, develop a

complains that the wait was too long sincerely apologize

patient rewards system, increase patient

Too often, parents will make appointments with two

and note the complaint in the patient’s chart. If the wait

enrollment, and improve implementation

or three practices only to cancel after they’ve visited

time was far beyond the normal afternoon rush offer an

of practice growth systems.

the first. There’s a clear first-office advantage because

Consider team rewards for increased Google reviews

•

Schedule patients in seven days or less

parents don’t know what to expect. To increase the
odds that your practice is at the top of the line-up,
Contact Info: 323.308.9817 • nancyhymancoach@gmail.com

begin treatment. Don’t let any source of competition
have a chance with a patient who has made it into your
office.

go elsewhere even though they previously had very high

Nancy Hyman founded Ortho Referral

“oops” gift card.
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MAKE YOUR PRACTICE THE
CHOICE OF ORTHO SHOPPERS

have prospective patients come in as soon as possible.

•

Differentiate yourself and your practice
With greater competition in the ortho field, your

Ortho Shoppers continued on page 14

About the Author
Roger P. Levin, DDS is a third-generation
general dentist and the Founder and CEO
of Levin Group, Inc., a dental management
consulting firm that has worked with
more than 26,000 dentists. He is an
internationally-known dental practice
management speaker who has written many
books and articles.
Contact Info: 888.973.0000 • levingroup.com/ortho
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YOU CAN’T USE IT IF YOU DON’T KNOW IT’S THERE:
ORTHO2 SOFTWARE GEMS
In my work with Edge Cloud and ViewPoint clients, one

consultation (CONS), scheduled from pending/WCB (WCB)

be signing the document and click Insert. You can add as

Cloud or ViewPoint office and the staff feels the patients/

observation I make the most is that you can’t use it if you

scheduled from observation (OBS), scheduled from Phase

many initials or signatures as you need in each particular

parents won’t want to give up their printed appointment

don’t know it’s there, and you won’t use it if you don’t

1 to Phase 2 (PH2), special insurance qualified (SIQ), and

document.

cards. What I have generally found is that a much larger

understand the benefits of using it. There are many gems in

special insurance: self pay (SISELF). These are just a few

both Edge Cloud and Viewpoint that are frequently either

possibilities; adjust the list so it fits your unique office.

overlooked, underused, or not used at all because the
benefits of using it are not fully understood or the setup
process is unfamiliar. So in no particular order…

Contract Class
Classifying each of your contracts by type of payment

The email setup is located in Editors > General > Form Email

The electronic signature pads must be installed to be able to

Setup in Edge Cloud, and can be found in ViewPoint in Tools

see the variable for the signature field.

& Utilities > Form Email setup. You can use the Help menu

To set up your list in ViewPoint go to System Tables >
Treatment > Start Origin.

to evaluate how well those options are meeting your

programs. Basing your thoughts on the actual count for

patients’ financial needs. If a contract class is chosen for

each start origin can really help in the process of evaluating

every contract you can then set up subgroups for each class

the strengths of your systems.

Electronic Signature
In my opinion, one of the real benefits of using electronic

The selections you should consider include: paid in full,

signature on letters or patient forms is the fact that the

outside financing, and professional courtesy. Let’s say

letter or form (Diagnostic Letter to Dentist, Truth in

you also offer two in-office plans, one with a higher down

Lending, Informed Consent, etc.) is then imported directly

payment and one with a lower down payment; then you

into the correspondence history without having to scan the

might have ACH High (electronic check payment with high

document. This can be a real time saver in the incredibly

down payment) and ACC High (electronic Credit Card

busy orthodontic practice. An electronically signed letter

payment with high down payment) or Mail High (if you

can also be quickly emailed if that is the preferred method

allow the patient to mail in their payment on this option).

for the recipient.
Set up for Electronic Signature is really straight forward,
although it works a little differently in both Edge Cloud

In Edge Cloud you set up contract classes by going to

and ViewPoint. Decide how many places that you need

Editors > Financial > Contract Classes.

signature pads (ViewPoint) or tablets (Edge Cloud) and get

In ViewPoint, go to System Tables > Financial > Contract
Class.

Start Origin
A wonderful way to verify how effective your various prestart systems are is Start Origin. Start Origin allows you
to notate where each of your starts came from. Some
of the selections you may want to consider for your list
are: same day start (SDS), scheduled start from exam for
another day (EX LATER), scheduled start from treatment
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and click on Add Ins > Select Fields > insert signature field.

are choosing each type of arrangement, and allows you

you offer it, the no down payment.

like me to email this appointment card or print you a copy?”

Start Origin and create your list.

patients came from your observation or WCB follow up

You would do the same for the low down payment and if

emailed when offered that option. Simply ask, “Would you

need to position the cursor where you want the signature

You can run the Start Origin report to see how many

acceptance percentage of each of your payment options.

Library > highlight the desired document > click Edit. You

percentage of those patients/parents opt to have the card

To set up the list in Edge Cloud go to Editors > Treatment >

arrangement is a great way to track how many patients

with a range of start dates. This will allow you to determine

In ViewPoint you need to go to Tools & Utilities > Letter

the number that will be needed. They are really easy to
set up and Ortho2 can walk you through that process very
easily. The only other thing you will have to do is add the
e-signature variable to your documents.
To do that in Edge Cloud, you will need to go to Editors >
General > Mail Merge Documents > Highlight the name
of the document and click Open. You will want to put your
cursor on the line where you want the initials or signature,
click Add Ins > Select Fields. Open either e-sign initials
or e-sign signature. Choose the correct person who will

Once the set up is done you are going to wonder what
made you wait so long to set this up.

Patient Tags
This handy little tool allows you to notate something and
have it show up in the Patient Folder header and also as
you hover over an appointment in the schedule. This can
help staff refer to important information regularly and
easily. I’ve seen this used to notate the month and year of
the next progress records or X-ray. It could, instead, be
used to notate what type of payment the account is on, i.e.
ACH (automatic), ACC (automatic), PIF (Paid in full), etc. for

to understand the set up or call Ortho2 for more guidance
as you set it up. Once it is set up, it’s a click of your mouse
to use and the appointment slip is on its way!

Spell Check Findings
I know from years of customizing diagnostic findings that it
is possible for a misspelled word to sneak into your typing.
The last thing you want to do is send a diagnostic dentist
letter or a patient walkout letter with misspelled words.
Once you are done typing your findings, simply export the
findings report into a rich text format and you can then run it
with spell check and correct those sneaky misspellings.

quicker reference. I’ve also used it during the transition from

To run a report in Edge Cloud go to Reporting > Table >

paper charts to electronic to notate which charts have been

Treatment Category Report > Run > Export.

scanned and where a summary treatment chart entry has
been completed. The uses are endless.

To run the report in ViewPoint go to Practice Reports >
Table > Treatment Category Report > OK > Export.

In Edge Cloud, you can set up standardized Patient Tag
responses on a list in Editors or type individual responses
(Editors> Patient/Responsible Party >Patient Tags). To
use Patient Tags in Edge Cloud you can add the response
when you are creating the patient or go to patient folder >
Biographical > Edit > Patient Tag. Type the response, and
click Save.

Ortho2 Gems continued on page 15

About the Author
Natalie Beaton has more than 20 years
of hands-on experience as a Treatment

In ViewPoint all responses have to be typed in so there is

Coordinator and Financial Administrator.

no way to set up a drop down list. In ViewPoint you would

She works exclusively with Ortho2 clients

go to Milestones > Patient Tag. Type the response; the

to maximize their use of the ViewPoint and

information is saved when you exit the patient record.

Edge Cloud systems in all critical practice

Email Appointment Slips
It’s interesting to me how often I go to set this up in an Edge

areas.
Contact Info: 804.310.2361 • joyfulchange@comcast.net
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INSIDE ORTHO2
Information about the people of Ortho2 and the resources available to you as a member

AVAILABLE FROM ORTHO2
FREE WEBINARS

Contact your Ortho2 Regional Manager at sales@ortho2.com or 800.678.4644 for more details on any of these products and
services.

We offer you free, online webinars each month throughout the year on various topics. It’s a great solution for training new
Our cloud-based management system.

users, refreshing experienced users, or learning about new features. Webinars are available online at www.ortho2.com >
Meetings and Webinars > Ortho2 Webinars. Find the topic for the month and click the link to view the webinar at your

Your Edge Cloud System Can Include:

convenience.

(Scheduler, Electronic Insurance, and Edge Imaging always included)

Upcoming Webinar Topics
June – Edge Cloud: Edge Cloud 101

•
•
•
•

Additional Edge User Licenses
Edge Specialist (pediatric dentistry module)
Edge Proposal (patient-facing financial slider)
Edge Animations (patient education and case

The first step toward implementing Edge Cloud in your

This is the perfect webinar for those looking to transition

•

Edge Portal Premium (account access for patients/

practice begins with setup. This is an overview of the editors

to Edge Cloud, as well as new team members who are

and default settings necessary to get started.

unfamiliar with the program. Edge Cloud 101 will cover

April – Edge Cloud: Setting Up Edge Cloud

everything from scheduling to patient images, and much
more.
May – ViewPoint: ViewPoint Overview
This webinar provides an opportunity for new staff members

•
•
•
•
•
•

Edge Cloud Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

presentation)

parents/professionals via the Internet or smartphone)
Edge Reminders (automated appointment reminders)
Treatment Hub (electronic charting)
Patient Tracker (patient sign-in and operatory display)
Premier Imaging (ceph and morphing)
HR Manager (securely store employee information)

On-Site Training and Refresher Sessions
Web-Based Training and Refresher Sessions
Credit Card Transaction Processing
Edge Cloud (off-site, secure data hosting)
Data Split (split Edge Cloud databases)
Data Merge (combine Edge Cloud databases)
Data Conversion (put non-Edge Cloud data into Edge
Cloud file format)

•

Image Conversion (convert your images to Edge
Imaging)

•
•
•

Third Party Product Integrations

Custom Reports
Custom Online Forms
Custom Premier Imaging Analyses

and those not familiar with all aspects of the program to
Our local server management system.

become better acquainted. Emphasis will be on practical
tips for navigating the program and different areas within
the patient record, in addition to the basics regarding
financial transactions, scheduling, and correspondence.

ViewPoint Software Modules
•
•

Additional ViewPoint User Licenses
Edge Imaging for ViewPoint (enhanced imaging

•

Edge Animations for ViewPoint (patient education

functions)
and case presentation)

ON A PERSONAL NOTE
Congratulations to Sara and Tracy Harbacheck on the birth of their first grandbaby,
Simon Alan! Simon was born on December 10, 2019, to Christa and Curtis Weigel.
Sara, our Ortho2 Help System Developer, reports that he’s already saying, “Oma!”
(that’s “Grandma!” in German), and his favorite thing to do is smile.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Edge Reminders for ViewPoint (automated
appointment reminders)
Premier Imaging (ceph and morphing)
Treatment Chart (electronic charting)
On-Deck Appointment Control (patient sign-in and
operatory display)
HR Manager (securely store employee information)
VP WebAccess (account access for patients/parents
on the Internet)
VP Glance (access to your ViewPoint data from your
smartphone)

Electronic Insurance
Grid Scheduler

•
•

Third Party Product Integrations
DataMove Utility (transfer ViewPoint data from
location to location)

ViewPoint Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On-Site Training and Refresher Sessions
Web-Based Training and Refresher Sessions
VP Credit Card Transaction Processing
VP Backup Online Storage
Data Split (split ViewPoint databases)
Data Merge (combine ViewPoint databases)
Data Conversion (put non-ViewPoint data into

•

ViewPoint file format)
Image Conversion (convert your images to
VP Imaging or Edge Imaging)

•
•
•

Custom Reports
Custom Online Forms
Custom Premier Imaging Analyses

Equipment & Networking (For both Edge Cloud and ViewPoint systems)
•

10

Computers, Printers, and Other System
Components

•

On-Site Installation and Configuration
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INSIDE ORTHO2
Information about the people of Ortho2 and the resources available to you as a member

Linda Cooley

ORTHO2 ANNIVERSARIES

Izzy Austin

Vacation destination:

Vacation destination: Miami Beach

Congratulations to these Ortho2 staff members who celebrated anniversaries during the first quarter of 2020.

Exploring museums, art galleries,

Three people I would like to have

shops, and cafes in Europe

dinner with: James Baldwin, Martin

Three people I would like to have

Luther King Jr., and Huey P. Newton

dinner with: Winston Churchill,

My role model: My Mom

George Washington, and Albert

I can’t go a day without: Meditation

Einstein

Thirty-Eight Years

Eighteen Years

Eight Years

Dan Sargent

Danetta Hiatt

Mark Hoffmann

Jesse Howard
Amy Schmidt

Thirty Years
Jo Jacobson

Sixteen Years
Michael DiSalvo

Twenty-Nine Years

Chad Kellner

Diane Lyon

Tony Kooima

Twenty-Two Years
Coreen Magnuson

Fourteen Years

Mike Vest

Chris Bennett

Twenty-One Years

Eleven Years

Doug Olsan

Jim Powell

Nineteen Years

Nine Years

Joe Levenhagen

Joe Lynch

What are you listening to right

Six Years

now? BADBADNOTGOOD

Lori Backous

Favorites

What are you listening to right now? Dance of the

Linda Cooley

Team: Texas Longhorns

Clairvoyants by Pearl Jam

Software Program: Microsoft Paint

Favorites

Movie: Space Jam

Team: Iowa State Cyclones

Book: Autobiography of Malcom X

Software Program: Adobe Photoshop

Phone App: Google Maps

Movie: Rear Window by Alfred Hitchcock

Dylan Funk
David Hohbach
Amia Sult

Two Years

Book: I have too many to pick

Joshua Tolsdorf

Gabrielle (Bradford) Schaaf

Ari Vasquez

Italy someday

Michael Lasley

Three people I would like to have

Vacation destination: Somewhere

dinner with: My father-in-law (I never

warm…please for gosh sakes

got to meet him, but I’d love to have

anywhere warm.

had the chance to get to know him!);

Three people I would like to have

My great-grandmother (just to hear

dinner with: Einstein, Tesla (not the

her tell that one funny story a few

owner of car company), My Son

more times, and record it!); my husband (he’s my favorite

My role model: Any dogs..yes I

dinner date!)

said ‘dogs’ (as in woof woof) Why?

Mike Gude

Any time you have a question about Edge Cloud or ViewPoint, there are a many specialists available to assist you. The
Software Support Team takes your calls to answer your questions, assists in enhancing your software, and trains new offices.

Phone App: Instagram

Vacation destination: I’d love to visit

MEET THE TEAM – SOFTWARE SUPPORT

My role model: My sweet Mama

Because they are loyal, kind, friendly, and that’s a good role

I can’t go a day without: Coffee

model

practices operate. Learning the ins and outs helps me to be

What are you listening to right now? That Sounds Fun

I can’t go a day without: Coffee, air, and a hot shower

a more effective trainer.

Podcast with Annie F. Downs

What are you listening to right now? My coworker on the

Favorites

other side of the office. Oh wait, you mean what music am I

Team: Pittsburgh Steelers (my husband mandates that this is

listening to now. Um, yeah my coworker on the other side of

IA: The support staff is dedicated to assisting you. We are

my favorite)

the office singing…

LC: The rapport with customers.

there to help you, and you are valued by Ortho2.

Software Program: Well, I primarily use two- ViewPoint and

Favorites

ML: When the day is good, the people I work with and the

ML: We are dedicated to helping you understand our

Edge Cloud. So, I’ll say Edge Cloud has my affections!

Team: The winning one

people I meet. When the day is crazy, the popcorn..and the

software, and dedicated to making sure your needs are met.

Movie: The Devil Wears Prada

Software Program: Photoshop/Lightroom

people.

We’re like the ‘Fantasy Island’ team of the software world!

Book: A Love Letter Life by Jeremy & Audrey Roloff

Movie: Brain overload as there are too many to choose

Phone App: Does messaging count as an app?! I heart

Book: The Hunchback of Notre Dame by Victor Hugo

texting!

Phone App: Instagram, Hulu

This quarter features Izzy Austin, Linda Cooley, Michael Lasley, and Gabrielle (Bradford) Schaaf.
What’s fun/what do you enjoy about your current job?
IA: Helping people. When anyone calls in with a particularly
difficult problem, and I can help solve that problem, the joy
in their voice or on their face is awesome.
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My role model: Anna Wintour
I can’t go a day without: Chocolate!

What do you want our users to know about what you do?

GS: I enjoy the travel portion, getting to know our clients

GS: We are human here, just like you, with feelings, doing

one-on-one, and learning more as to how orthodontic

the best we can every day. Kindness goes such a long way.
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Checkout Process continued from page 6

Controlled Busyness continued from page 5
around the operatory and not getting stuck talking when

efficiency, at least until they have seen it work once in their

duties may be shared. Consider forwarding calls until 7:00

implementing this script, “We’d love to see more patients

needed at a chair.

practice. Once the right template and rules are in place, and

PM during the week in order to book new patient exam

just like you! Please hand this card to any family member or

it works for a month, it can work for an entire career with just

requests. Create a business card sized piece to announce

friend who may need our services.”

some small modifications.

the text hotline number. Be clear that this is not the same

Doctor Time Scheduling
There is no way to control a busy practice without being
able to get the doctor to the right chair at the right times.
If you cannot map it out on paper, and do not have enough
chairs, assistants, or doctor time to get the job done, give
your consultant a call. This is generally not something
most growing practices can do on their own to maximize

Don’t let your success (controlled busyness) become your

number as the appointment reminder texts.

Why encourage family referrals? Aren’t they guaranteed
to start treatment with you? No! With the Internet at

greatest weakness (chaos). These few keys will go a long

You should present the text hotline at every check out and

our fingertips many options are available with a quick

way in preventing that from happening and creating not only

fully incorporate texting into your practice. Parents and

search. Keep in mind that family members may be siblings

happy satisfied patients who refer their friends, but also a

patients need to be reminded at each visit of this valuable

which have been put off in the face of life’s distractions

happy team.

service. I recommend the following script, “Here is our text

and extended family such as cousins, aunts, uncles, etc.

hotline number (hand text hotline card to parent/patient).

Asking for referrals is easy! Simply offer the referral card

You are welcome to text us seven days per week regarding

with a warm, “Your friend or family member will receive a

questions, appointment changes, etc.”

complimentary exam with this card.”

Ask for Referrals!

Asking patients and parents for feedback at every visit,

Yes, this important step is intended for every parent
and patient at every check out. Offer a referral card,

combined with a request for testimonials and referrals,
produces a recipe for practice success!

Ortho Shoppers continued from page 7

Make Ortho Treatment as Affordable as
Possible
As already mentioned, shoppers tend to concentrate
on fees. While the above points are important, having
flexible financial options in place is essential to ortho case
acceptance.

2.

Patient financing. An increasingly popular option
in general practice and other specialties is patient
financing. An outside financing company approves the
parent or patient for a line of credit or a loan. These

Ortho2 Gems continued from page 9

approvals can be achieved today within approximately
five minutes by phone or by using the Internet. While

User Defined Fields

To define the lines differently than just the default text go to

some orthodontic practices may not want to absorb

Many of the Edge Cloud/ViewPoint offices I’ve visited did

Editors in Edge Cloud > General > User Defined Fields. Type

The practice can utilize several options to address payment

the processing fee to provide patient financing, it is

not realize that those places where it says Dent Cust.1, Ins

in the new text, and click Save.

concerns. It is extremely dangerous to become locked into

a fact that some patients cannot accept treatment

Cust.1, etc. are all places where you can customize what

a restrictive belief system concerning how finances should

otherwise. The true benefit to patients is that they do

that block of text says. So for instance, you may want to

be handled. Practices should offer several financial options

not have to come up with a down payment and they

use one of the custom fields for the patient or responsible

so that patients/parents can choose one that best fits their

can extend their payments beyond the actual treatment

party to indicate if a language other than English is their

needs.

time. Across the country, patient financing is increasing

primary language. In the dentist user fields you may want to

in popularity in most areas of dentistry and can benefit

specify any extractions done in office, who their oral surgery

I hope that one or more of these ideas becomes a pearl for

orthodontic practices.

referral of choice is, who the periodontist of choice is, etc.

your specific office. There are so many gems in both Edge

The employer user fields can be set up so that the individual

Cloud and ViewPoint once you know where to find them

employer insurance benefits can be defined. If you provide

and understand why it might be beneficial to use them. I can

orthodontic comfort care kits to any of the local school

be reached at joyfulchange@comcast.net if you have any

nurses you may want to change one of the school user

questions for me, or the Ortho2 Software Support Team can

defined fields to school nurse and one to be for the contact

help you with implementing any of these projects.

Fine-Tune Your Ortho Financial Options
1.

In-house payment plans. Twenty-five percent of the fee
is paid as a deposit with the remaining balance divided

The new orthodontic landscape has changed how

into monthly payments. Payments should be completed

prospective patients evaluate the purchase of orthodontic

two months before the completion of treatment.

services. By putting systems in place to help patients see the

Practices must maintain an excellent focus on accounts

value in your practice, and by providing financial options,

receivable.

you’ll convert more shoppers into patients.

In ViewPoint go to System Tables > System > User Defined
Fields. Type in the new text, and click Close. Now your newly
defined fields will show up when you are in each of the
areas.

number. These are just a very few examples of the many
ways these can be used.
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